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ABSTRACT 

One of the goals of the APPEAL-project (A Pleasant Personal Environment for Adaptive 
Learning) is the cognitive-ergonomic evaluation of multi-media user-interfaces. The visual 
search methodology was used to study the effects of (1) screen layout, (2) presentation modal
ity (visual text, visual icons, auditive text), and (3) search modality (visual text and icons) on 
reaction times (experiment 1) and eye movements (experiment 2). The results show an icon 
superiority effect, which is due to a reduced number of fixations as compared to text. Further
more, the four non-overlapping windows which were created on the basis of a good semantic 
criterion, speeded search because subjects learned to attend to the appropriate cued category/ 
window. Effects of the interaction between the presentation modality and the search modality 
were not consistent. 

INTRODUCTION 

The context of this research is the evaluation of the multimedia interface and the 4-window 
interface of the APPEAL-prototype (A Pleasant Personal Environment for Adaptive Learn
ing). The goals are (1) to introduce an evaluation method and (2) to offer a starting point for 
the cognitive modelling of visual search processes in human-computer interaction. The need to 
search the display bas always been present, but with the advent of graphical user interfaces, 
visual search bas more than ever been an integral part of operating a computer system. Two 
visual search experiments were conducted, of which one with eye-movement data recording. 
In addition, the possible benefits for communication using graphics, text and sound in compu
ter systems was explored. Multimedia provide a rich mix of methods for information presenta
tion, thereby more closely representing real events, and thus, the experience of the user. 

Visual Information Processing in Visual Search 
All models in the field of visual information processing dealing with visual search tasks, 
describe stimuli in terms of feature dimensions. These features are also used to describe, 
explain, and determine nearly all the information processing involved in visual search includ
ing the operation of attentional mechanisms and the intemal stimulus representations (Treis
man & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe, 1994; Nakayama, 1990; Bundesen, 1990; Duncan & Humphreys, 
1989). Furthermore, these models make use of search functions based on display-size effects in 
order to determine whether search is parallel or serial, and whether search is self-terminating 
or exhaustive (van Zandt & Townsend, 1993). All the models share the common assumption 
that visual stimuli are dealt with in an analytic feature-abstracting manner, which does not cap
ture nor explain the perception and representation of a stimulus as a whole, which is most 
likely to occur with naturalistic stimuli. In applied research, however, one is also interested in 
the holistic processing of information. Up till now no research in this area was done with real
istic stimuli from everyday life presumably because too much features, dimensions, Gestalt 
principles (closure, grouping, density ... ) and factors are involved with the processing of this 
kind of stimuli. The study object of this paper is the efficiency and effectiveness of the visual 
search processes of naturalistic stimuli. 



A second class of visual search models is primary concerned with attention and the making of 
eye movements and eye fixations in complex cognitive tasks: direct control models and indi
rect control models (Rayner, 1984). The former assume that the decision of how long the eye is 
to remain at fixation and where it is to move next, is controlled by the information extracted 
from the current fixation. On the contrary, the latter assume a delayed control of subsequent 
saccades and fixation times by cognitive processes such as memory buffer or by means of a 
pre-programming of eye movements. 
If one interprets the control models as describing a visual attention mechanism which deter
mines where and which stimuli wil! be processed, the difference between the models is even 
clearer. The direct control model assumes that the position and duration of eye fixations indi
cate which areas of the display the subjects perceives as important, and as such provides a way 
to explore the subjects focus of attention (Graf & Krueger, 1989). In other words these models 
assume the search to be merely stimulus-driven, i.e. a bottom-up process. Groner ( 1988) bas a 
more conservative and critica! view conceming eye-movements and attention and speaks for 
the indirect control models. He states that in complex tasks such as looking at pictures and 
reading, scanpaths of considerable complexity must be observed, where a mutual interaction 
between bottom-up and top-down processes is to be expected. Thus, the concept of attention in 
information processing terms can be described as an interface between higher cognitive proc
esses and elementary visual information processing. It also serves as a device which coordi
nates simultaneous or competing demands from several centres into one executable process. 
The author (Groner, 1988) cautions though for this functional analogy which is not a useful 
working model to generate predictions with respect to complex stimuli. 

Up to now no clear decision in favour of one of the control models bas been achieved. When 
complex stimuli like the ones in the research to be reported are used, one should analyse a 
whole sequence of them in order to arrive at some evidence about the process of saccade plan
ning. The decision where to move the eye next is made on the basis of gross visual characteris
tics from information in parafoveal and peripheral vision. This depends on the source of the 
content, and on the configuration of the display. This shall be discussed in more detail the fol
lowing sections. 

Visual Search and Window interfaces 

The APPEAL interface is a multi-media environment, therefore the targets wil! be presented 
textually, graphically and auditorily. Because it is not possible to perform a visual search for an 
auditory target on the screen, the following procedure wil! be used: an item (e.g "tree") wil! be 
presented as text, as icon, and auditorily. The subject then bas to search for the tree on the 
screen, where it is presented either as text or as an icon. Thus, there are six levels of combina
tions of the target presentation and search modality variables (text-text, text-icon, icon-text, 
icon-icon, vocal-text, and vocal-icon). 

The aim of the experiments to be reported, is to make an attempt to evaluate the effect of pres
entation modality on the search modality of the target. Following factors influence the visual 
search processes in window interfaces: nature and modality of the target, window layout, cate
gorization criterion, and practice. 
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• Nature and modality of the target 
Theoretically, several explanations for the processing of multi-modal information exist. The 
Multiple Resource theory (Wickens & Liu, 1988) was developed to describe and explain the 
concurrent processing of two tasks, and how tasks will interfere as a joint function of their dif
ficulty and shared processing mechanisms. According to Wickens and Liu ( 1988), the dimen
sion of verbal versus spatial processing codes is relevant to three stages of information 
processing. First, for perception when comparing the display representation of verbal and non
verbal material. lt must be stressed however, that some stimulus representations, like pictures, 
are inherently ambiguous on the verbal versus spatial code dimension, as their visual represen
tation, although non-verbal, rapidly activates verbal labels. Second, the dichotomy of process
ing codes is relevant to central processing and working memory operations. Finally, the 
spatial/verbal distinction corresponds to a dichotomy of response processes, with speech 
responses characterizing the verbal code and manual responses characterizing the spatial code. 
In the present experiments, responses are always made manually, so the effect of response 
processes must be considered in relation to the code of the perceptual and centra} processing 
operations which always favours either the verbal or the spatial code according to the strategy 
used by the subject. The Multiple-Resources theory predicts that two tasks will interfere more 
if they both demand spatial or verba} processes across any stage. This interference will be 
enhanced if the within-code competition is also imposed within a stage (e.g., spatial perception 
and spatial response) rather than between processing stages (e.g., spatial memory and manual 
response). 

Studies concerning visual attention, however, propose a different view in this respect. A cue 
causes an attention switch between information sources that can be discriminated on the basis 
of some physical or semantic characteristic. The study by LaBerge, VanGelder, and Yellot 
( 1971) concluded that more time was required to switch attention between modalities than 
between stimuli arriving within a modality. This effect generalises toa whole class of primed 
stimuli. Thus, either explicitly cuing a subject to expect a particular type of stimulus or implic
itly priming related knowledge may lead to enhanced processing of the expected or primed 
class of stimuli; the processing of unexpected or unprimed classes is slower (Kinchla, 1992). 

The influence of sound on attention is a special case because it is closely connected to the 
arousal and activation systems. Therefore, it is especially suited to attention-grabbing signals 
such as auditory cues (Jones, 1989). Furthermore it is widely known that there exists an advan
tage of auditory over visual presentation for recall over brief retention intervals, which can be 
attributed to some form of precategorical auditory or 'echoic' memory. In addition dual-tasks 
studies have shown that the auditory channel is ideal for transmitting information to a lissener 
performing some activity that occupies the visual sense (Hapeshi & Jones, 1992), which seems 
extremely useful in graphical user-interfaces. Thereby it is assumed that information received 
visually is encoded in a long-term, modality-specific form that operates independently from 
the auditory mode. For working-memory models this implies that the two channels do not 
compete for the lirnited processing capacity of the central executive and more importantly, the 
phonological loop, as long as subjects do not attempt to recode verbally the visual items (Bad
deley, 1986). 

The difference between global features and local features is a characteristic that more accu
rately explains and predicts the performance in visual search with respect to eye movements 
and latency measures. Global features of figures (like shape, colour, size, cl os ure) can be 
selected and responded to much faster than local features (like structures within figures). Fur
thermore, separable global features were found not only searched quickly, but in a timespan 
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fairly independent from display size. This global 'precedence' may have some important func
tions (N avon, 1977, 1991 ). First, an initial, crude, and global analysis may be useful for local 
stimuli or stimulus features and for perceptual organization. Second, it seems that in both natu
ral and artificial ecology, the global structure of stimuli tends to be more unique than local fea
tures. Hence, an idea about general structure may be more suggestive of the identity of the 
stimulus than a few isolated details, especially when task demands call for rapid scanning of 
stimuli as in visual search. Third, global features may be more efficient in priming local fea
tures than vice versa. This global precedence was studied and evidenced most with compound 
letter stimuli (N avon, 1991; Briand, 1984) but some researchers generalised this fin ding to pic
ture stimuli (Antes & Mann, 1984) and to icon stimuli (Scott, 1993). One of the major prob
lems with the distinction between global and local features, is that there is no unambiguous 
way to determine what the global and the local features of an object are. As a working model in 
applied settings, however, it is probably the most useful approach. In the next paragraph a 
short overview of some applied research in which icons and text were compared, is given. 

Several studies have been conducted to compare the effect of presentation mode (text versus 
icons) on search and selection tasks. The results conceming the comparison between text and 
iconic interfaces, however, differ somewhat. A lot of experimental evidence indicates that the 
visual icon (picture) is superior to text (Shepard, 1967; Blankenberger & Hahn, 1991; Thomas, 
1983). Scott (1993) mentions a study in which the error rates for text supplemented with sim
ple graphics are lower than for text-only menu options. In another study, also mentioned by 
Scott ( 1993) there was an effect of presentation mode on reaction times: representational icons 
improved menu selection. In short there are several possible advantages of iconic interfaces: 1) 
visual cues can be processed more rapidly than text-based cues, 2) an icon can carry more 
information than a text based cue, and 3) because of the superiority of pictorial representations 
with respect to recognition and recall, lower error rates may occur (Benbasat &Todd, 1993). A 
disadvantage of iconic interfaces is that it is difficult to design icons which convey the desired 
meaning without invoking other connotations. 

• Window layout 
Windows are used to partition the screen in discrete sections each containing different types of 
information. The window layout consists of several variables: overlapping versus tiled win
dows, physical parameters, number of windows etc. There are advantages of having tiled (non
overlapping) windows compared to overlapping windows: 1) there are fewer management 
operations for the user, 2) windows do not get lost, 3) window locations are easily standard
ized, 4) there is an uncluttered screen appearance, and 5) they are easier for novices to use. 
These advantages of windowing have led to rapid and wide ranging acceptance. 

The development and implementation of windows bas made it possible to perform multiple 
tasks in parallel, to view results of one task while performing another and to alleviate the mem
ory load of the user. Also, information presentation can be managed in a manner that enhances 
continuity of the dialogue and minimizes disruption of important previously displayed mate
rial. lf these criteria are met, the represented information bas a meaningful visual form and the 
'visual scope' of the user is increased. But there are disadvantages as well. lf the visual scope 
of a display is broken, a number of problems result, such as 1) cognitive overload due to addi
tional distracting information, 2) confusion and disorientation, and 3) difficulty in locating 
needed information on the display (Norman, Weldon and Shneiderman, 1986). In addition a 
cognitive mismatch problem could arise if the mental model which the user bas derived from 
the system, does not match the actual system representation of the data structure and its physi
cal properties. In other words there is a cognitive mismatch between the system's categoriza-
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tion of the functionalities and the user's classification of these functionalities . 

• Categorization criterion 
Windows enable the system to help users manage and access several sources of information on 
one screen, much like office workers typically organize desk space into separate areas of 
organizing papers by use category. This helps them to structure their work and reminds them of 
unfinished tasks. In the APPEAL-prototype, window membership is based on a 'good' seman
tic criterion, that is supposed to match the user's classification of classroom functionalities and 
tasks. For example, one expects to find the instruction and feedback messages in the teacher 
window. Therefore the level of categorization in our experiments is kept constant, i.e a "good" 
semantic criterion in the 4-window condition, but (obviously) no categorization in the 1-win
dow condition. A pilot study confirmed the good semantic criterion. 
One could ask what effect this categorization of items in different windows has on stimulus 
detection, recognition of the information class and on the identification of the meaning of the 
items. Vandierendonck, van Hoe and de Soete (1988) conducted an experiment in which they 
investigated the effect of categorization on menu selection. They found that menu selection 
was faster in the categorized condition than in the non-categorized condition. 

Based on the comparison between menus and windows it is to be expected that subjects will 
locate the target faster in the 4-window condition than in the 1-window condition (experiment 
1). This assumption is equivalent to Mocharnuk's evidence for the fact that search time varies 
with total information of the screen ( 1978), as the total amount of information in the 4-window 
condition is a quarter of the amount of information in the 1-window condition. More recently, 
a high correlation between the geometrical characteristics of a display (i.e. overall density, 
local density, grouping and layout complexity) and the search time for an item of the display 
was found (Scott, 1993). It is also expected that subjects need fewer eye fixations to find the 
target in the 4-window condition (experiment 2), because ofreduced cognitive load due to the 
semantic categorization principle as this informs them about in which part of the screen in 
which the target should appear. This means that they can ignore the rest of the screen, which is 
not the case for the 1-window condition. Again this hypothesis is supported by Mocharnuk's 
findings that fixation rate is a function of display-size and exposure duration ( 1978). 

• Practice 
There are two kinds of processing: controlled processing and automatic processing (Schneider 
& Shiffrin, 1977). An important factor that determines whether the search process shifts from 
controlled processing to automatic processing is the consistent mapping of stimuli on 
responses (Chase, 1986). In user interfaces, however, elements that are targets in one situation 
(e.g. "save" option) are distractors in other situations (e.g if the user wants to open a file, the 
"save" option is a distractor). In varied mapping situations like this, it is expected that the 
processing of stimuli will not become automatic. 
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EXPERIMENT 1 

In this experiment subjects were cued to use a verbal or a spatial strategy, by telling them in 
which modality they would most likely find the target. We manipulated the certainty about tar
get modality within subject between several sessions. Therefore, it is expected that the reaction 
time in the condition in which the subjects know the target modality (in the search display) wilt 
be faster ( certainty in sessions B and C) than in the condition in which they do not know the 
target modality (uncertainty in session A). On the one hand, if they have to search fora target 
word (session B), they are assumed to use the verbal strategy and information processing 
should be interfered by the pictorial presentation modality of the target as reflected by longer 
response latencies (Kinchla, 1992; La Berge, et. all., 1971 ). On the other hand, if subjects have 
to search fora target icon (session C), they are assumed to use a spatial strategy and informa
tion processing should be slower when preceded by a verbal presentation modality of the target 
(speech or text) . 

When comparing icons to text, it is expected that icons wilt be located much faster because 
they are easily discriminated from text on the one hand, and on the other hand from other icons 
on the basis of global features. It should be clear to the reader that analysis in terms of global 
and local features says more about picture distinctiveness than about word distinctiveness . 
However we did not intend to compare the mutual distinctiveness of words nor icons. We 
assume quite arbitrarily an equal degree of mutual distinctiveness between words and between 
icons. The icons stimulusset was constructed to be highly representational on the basis of their 
global features, while containing a minimum of local features; words are assumed not to have 
global features that make them highly distinctive. So we expect the search for icons on the 
basis of holistic information to be faster as compared to the search for words, because with 
words also local feature information, i.e. the letters, need to be processed in order to recognise 
the target. In other words, an icon superiority effect is anticipated. 

Two window layout conditions were used: a condition with 1-window and a condition with 4 
non-overlapping windows. In this way it can be investigated whether users can find informa
tion on the screen faster, and in a more efficient way when it is sorted and spatially grouped by 
category (in the appropriate window). Subjects in the 4-window condition are informed about 
the underling semantic criterion and are expected to use this information after the presentation 
of the target. This top-down information processing should direct their attention immediately 
to the window containing items of the same semantic category as the target presented and 
should result in shorter reaction times. 

METHOD 
Material 
The experiment was run on a SUN computer system SPARC-10, which recorded the accuracy 
percentages and the reaction times (RTs) at the nearest msec. Also a PHILIPS SBC 464 type 
stereo headphones for the vocal presentation of the targets was needed. 

Stimuli 
We used 40 items (nouns), belonging to four different semantic categories (animals, transpor
tations, tools and food). A pilotstudy ruled out the ambiguity of the graphical items and the 
possible confusion about the category-membership of the items. Among these items we 
selected four targets (one per category) that occurred on six levels of presentation modality * 



search modality. The word length (lowercase ASCII-code words with 3 to 10 letters) within 
each category was controlled by matching the standard deviation of the letters. In order to 
make the icons highly representational (in black/white), they were selected on the basis of 
maximum distinctiveness of their global features while containing a minimum of local features 
(CORELDRAW 4.0, 1993). 

Subjects searched for both target search modalities (session A), for the textual target modality 
(session B) and for the graphical modality (session C). Session A consists of two blocks of 144 
trials (Table 1) as the target was present either textually, graphically or both textually and 
graphically on 72 trials. In the other two sessions the modality of the target, which is not 
searched for, was a distractor. Thus in sessions Band C only 12 different targets were defined. 
To obtain an equal number of target presentations per level per block in each session, every tar
get was also presented twice per block in these sessions. As a result these two sessions consist 
of two blocks of 48 trials. (Table 1 ). 
The set-size of the actual search display is 36 with 18 graphical items and 18 textual items ran
domly positioned in a 6*6 array with an equal interstimulus distance, which has a constant vis
ual angle of 32 degrees. On target present trials, there will be 35 distractors, half of which are 
graphical and half textual within each block. For the 1-window condition all items were ran
domly positioned over the entire display. In the 4-window condition the items were grouped by 
the category-membership criterion and randomly displayed within the appropriate window. 
Furthermore each item on screen was presented equally often in each modality throughout a 
session. During target presentation, the same stimuli as in the search display were used, except 
for the vocal modality where the digital recorded pronunciation of the textual target was pre
sented. 

Table 1: Number of trials per block in each sessions 

session/ 
A B C 

block 

practice 72 24 24 

1 144 48 48 

2 144 48 48 

total 360 120 120 

Procedure 
The experiment was conducted in the morning on three days with a short restpause between 
the blocks. Displays were viewed from a chin rest at a distance of 60 cm in a dimmed room. In 
order to be sure the subjects knew what to search for during the experiment, they first familiar
ised with the graphical items grouped by category membership. Then they received oral 
instructions by the experimenter adapted to the session they were to participate in. Thereafter a 
practice block (half of the trials of a block of the experiment) was run in every session. It was 
stressed to respond to the appropriate target as quickly as possible while making a minimum of 



errors. Subjects responded with there left and right forefingers which rested on the answerkeys 
throughout the experiment. 
A varied mapping visual search task was used. After subjects made a keypress, a fixation cross 
appeared in the middle of the display for 250 msec, immediately followed by the visual target 
(either textual or graphical) on the same location for 500 msec, which equals the mean pronun
ciation time of the vocal presentation mode (492msec). On trials where the target was pre
sented vocal subjects heard the target through the headphones. Then the screen turned black 
during 500 msec (ISI). As a result the SOA is 1 s. Next the search display appeared until the 
subject responded as fast and accurate as possible: 'Yes' when h/she found the target and 'No' 
when h/she did not find the target. The response stimulus interval was machine-pased at 2 sec
onds. Accuracy and latency measures were recorded from the onset of the search display until 
subjects responded. 

Design 
A mixed 2 (window layout) * 3 (session) * 2 (block) * 2 (present/absent) * 3 (presentation 
modality of target) * 2 (search modality of target) * 4 (target identity) factorial design was 
used. The window layout factor is a between subjects one; the subjects were randomly 
assigned to the two groups. The other factors were from the within subjects type. The target 
identity factor was added during the conduction of the experiment as subjects made comments 
about it. For each block the identity of the target and the presence/absence of the target will be 
randomnised. The order of blocks and sessions were counterbalanced across subjects. Accu
racy and latency measures were collected on each trial. 

Subjects 
In this experiment 24 subjects between 21 and 34 years of age participated voluntary. All sub
jects had acuit vision. 

RESULTS 

General analysis 
The reaction time (RT) data of the whole design were analysed with an analysis of variance 
using a genera} linear modelling procedure. The error terms were corrected for the subjects, 
nested in the window layout factor. This revealed highly significant main effects for the factors 
window layout F(l,22)=74.18; p<.001, session F(2,44)=75.52; p<.001, search modality of the 
target F(3,66)=213.ll; p<.001, block (practice effect) F(l,22)=13.74; p<.001, and target iden
tity F(3,66)=19.12; p<.001. The presentation modality of the target, however, did not reach 
significance [F (2,44)=1.25; p< 1]. 

In addition, a number of interaction effects were found. The highly significant two-way inter
actions were: window layout * session [F(2,44)=23.44; p<.001], window layout * search 
modality of the target [F(3,66)=90.90; p<.001], session * search modality of the target 
[F(2,44)=84.07; p<.001], window layout * target identity [F(3,66)=13.26; p<.001], session * 
target identity [F(6,132)=8.95; p<.001], and block * target identity [F(3,66)=3.05; p<.05]. Four 
significant three-way interactions occurred: (1) window layout * session * search modality of 
the target [F(2,44 )=36.19; p<.001], (2) session * target identity * search modality of the target 
[F(6,198)=3.88; p<.001], (3) window layout * session * target identity [F(6,132)=2.99; 
p<.001), and (4) window layout * block * target identity [F(3,66)=3.60; p<.025). Finally, also 
the window layout * session * target identity * search modality four-way interaction was sig
nificant [F(6. l 98)=2.75; p<.025]. 
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Accuracy data revealed no special effects, presumably because mean percentage errors was 
only 3.83 over the entire data sample, which is quite low. 

Multivariate analysis 
As RT's differed significantly according to the presence/absence of the target (which was 
coded as the absence level of the search modality of the target), data samples for target present 
and target absent trials will be treated separately (Van Zandt & Townsend, 1993). Note that the 
factor session was recoded according to the certainty (C) versus the uncertainty (UC) of the 
target modality. A multivariate analysis of variance for target present and target absent trials 
revealed following significant main effects for the target present trials: window layout 
[F(l,22)=50.73; p<.001], session [F(2,22)=14.89; p<.001], search modality of the target 
[F(2,44)=161.08; p<.001], block [F(l,22)=18.89; p<.001] and target identity [F(3,66)=1 l.89; 
p<.001]. The same highly significant main effects occurred for target absent trials, except for 
the search modality factor. Post hoc Bonferroni T-test analysis (a < 0.05j)n the (target present) 
significant main effects, revealed (1) that in the 4-window layout group, as expected, the target 
was found faster than in the 1-window layout group (Figure 1), (2) that subjects had lower RTs 
in the sessions were they had certainty (C) about the target modality as compared to the session 
in which they were uncertain (UC) about this (Figure 2), (3) that when searching for an iconic 
target, search was fastest, followed by the combined text/icon search modality, which in turn 
was faster than the textual search modality (Figure 3), (4) that a practice effect occurred, and 
(5) that all levels of the target identity factor were significantly different. 
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Figure 1: Mean RT (msec) per window layout 
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Figure 2: Mean RT (msec) per session. 
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Again a number of interesting interaction effects emerged. Only target present data will be 
mentioned. A contrast analysis, using the least mean squares procedure, showed that the win
dow layout * session interaction significance [F(2,22)=6.89; p<.001], was due to the fact that 
all levels differed significantly from each other (p<.0016) except for the 4-window layout con
dition in which C and UC (Figure 4). A second interaction effect emerged for the window lay
out * search modality of the target factors [F(2,44)=91.95; p<.001]. Contrast analysis revealed 
that this significance was due to the fact that the textual search modality gave rise to slower 
RTs in each window layout condition (Figure 5). Finally, also the window layout * target iden
tity interaction was significant [F(3,66)=9.43; p<.001 ]. 



DISCUSSION 

This first experiment clearly demonstrates that the visual search paradigm from the field of 
experimental psychology can be used as evaluative tool for testing multi-media user-inter
faces. Traditional models of visual search (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe, 1994; Nakayama, 
1990; Bundesen, 1990; Duncan & Humphreys, 1989) all assume that search results are highly 
dependent on display and stimulus characteristics. Our results, as expected, indicate that this is 
indeed the case for the window layout and the stimulus modality factors that, however, are not 
accounted for by these models. The finding that search was faster in the 4-window condition is 
mainly a result from the fact that subjects only needed to search one quarter of the display, spe
cifically the window containing items from the same category as the target. We can thus 
assume that our semantic categorization criterion did have the effect of structuring the infor
mation of the display. In the varied mapping procedure used, subjects were cued on each trial 
about the identity of the target and thus simultaneously about the category membership of the 
target. This cue allowed them to search the display strategically, by merely directing their 
attention to the appropriate window. Because subjects in the 4-window condition were 
informed about the existence of these categories, it is evident that top-down mechanisms must 
have guided this strategie search. Unfortunately, the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) in our 
experiment did not allow to further investigate the properties of these top-down processes. The 
icon superiority effect (Figure 3) is the second main result in this experiment, which replicates 
the findings of applied research (Blankenberger & Hahn, 1991; Thomas, 1983). According to 
the global precedence theory (N avon, 1977, 1991) this effect can be explained by the fact that 
icons contain more global features as compared to words. These global features can be 
searched quickly and fairly independent from display-size. More important for this experi
ment, however, is that they make icons highly discriminable from text on the one hand, and 
from other icons on the other hand. Evidence for the latter comes from the finding that in the 
UC session, where both target modalities are present, search is as fast as in the C-text and C
icon conditions. This could mean that when both icon and word of the target are present, sub
jects find the icon more readily that the word. Furthermore this holds for both window layout 
conditions (Figure 4). This figure also demonstrates the low variation in the 4-window condi
tion (Stand. dev. = 715. 73) as opposed to the large variation in the 1-window condition (Stand. 
Dev. = 2651 .02), which it is mainly due to the search for text. 

Figure 3: Mean RT (msec) tor every level of the 
search modality of the target. 
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Examination of the differences between target present and target absent trials for the session * 
window layout interaction, could indicate that search occurs rather serial in the 1-window con
dition. Specially in the UC session of the 1-window layout group, this difference is extremely 



large. The finding, of course, is only an indication of serial search, and should be investigated 
more thoroughly by manipulation of display-size in order to prove it (van Zandt & Townsend, 
1993). lt can be expected, however, that by using a varied mapping procedure, parallel (auto
matic) search will not occur (Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977), although we found a very robust 
practice effect. Again, caution with respect to this interpretation must be made, because this 
practice effect can be due to subjects learning gradually the global features of the stimuli, 
which also gradually speeds up the search. Subjects indeed reported at the end of the C-icon 
session, that when the target 'trein' had to be found, they searched on basis of a big black/grey 
spot, which is a global feature. In other words, this learning of global features, explains the sig-

Flgure 4: Mean RT (msec) as a functlon of sesslon * 
wlndow layout. 
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nificant main effect of target identity.Furthermore, Figure 5 reveals that search for icons in the 
1-window layout condition, is as fast as search for text in the 4-window condition. This inter
esting result points to the costs of search for text in a non-structured display, which was also 
found by Vandierendonck, van Hoe and de Soete (1988) with respect to menu search. It thus 
seems that some parallels between window based and menu based interfaces exist, but this 
claim should be elaborated in future research. 
Now, we turn to the second experiment, in which the relations that were found in experiment 1 
will be investigated further by eye-movement recordings . 

Figure 5: Mean RT (msec) as a function of Window Layout * 
Search Modality of the target (present only). 
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EXPERIMENT 2 

This experiment was conducted to test the hypotheses conceming eye-movements. We assume 
that the results will confirm the findings from experiment 1. U sing eyemovement recordings 
like location and duration of the fixations, we can acquire more insight in the actual search 
behaviour of the subjects. Questions about the possible causes of the icon superiority effect can 
be resolved: One could ask if the faster search for icons is caused by, either the shorter fixation 
duration for icons than words, or that in the search for icons fewer fixations are needed, 
because of rejection of the icons and the words containing global features that differ in a high 
degree from the target. Is it on the basis of information extracted from peripheral vision that 
icons gain their superiority effect? A combination of both mechanisms can also be the case. 
Second, the number of fixations can offer more insight in the benefits of the 4-window condi
tion. 

METHOD 
The same task, material and stimuli as in experiment 1 were used, so only changes with respect 
to the procedure used in experiment 1 are mentioned here. 

Material 
The Micromeasurement System 1200 Eye Monitor was used to measure the eye movements of 
the subjects. 

Stimuli 
A screen with nine equidistant fixation crosses was added to the beginning of every block for 
(re-)calibration purposes. 

Procedure 
Before each block of a session, the eyemonitor was calibrated. Calibration was done on the 
right eye, in the following way: Subjects sat down in such a way that their heads and their 
backs could be kept still during the rest of the block. Then the headphones were placed on their 
heads. When the calibrationscreen with nine crosses appeared, they were told by the experi
menter at which cross to look respectively. This was repeated in order to check the calibration 
and if this was successful, the search task was started as in experiment 1. If calibration was not 
successful, it was repeated until success and thereafter the search task began. Viewing of stim
ulus materials was binocular, whereas recording of eye-movements was only from the right 
eye. For timing purposes of the Micromeasurement System 1200, the response stimulus inter
val (RSI) was set at 4 seconds. 

Design 
A (3 * 3) Latin Square design with 2 * (window layout) * 3 (session) * 2 (block) * 2 (present/ 
absent) * 3 (presentation modality) * 2 (search modality) * 4 (targetidentity) factors was used 
in order to counterbalance the sessions across the limited number of subjects. As in experiment 
1, window layout was the only between subjects factor. 

Subjects 
Six subjects between age 22 and age 31 participated voluntarily to the experiment. They all 
had non corrected acuit vision. Furthermore, in order to obtain successful calibration with the 



Micromeasurement System 1200, subjects needed large pupils and eyelids that did not cover 
the pupils. 

RESULTS 
Because of the large amount of data and analysis, only the most relevant results will be 
reported here. The analysis of the dependent variables (number of fixations and fixation dura
tion) have been split up, by treating them as variables of different classes in the ANOVAs, 
using the general linear modelling (GLM) approach. We also run analysis on the RT data, but 
this only served as a control with respect to results obtained in experiment 1. As the RT analy
sis showed no striking differences with the results from experiment 1, they will not be reported 
here. Thus, in this section only the eye-movement analysis will be emphasised. 

Number of fixations analysis 

Global Analysis 
A repeated measures ANOVA (GLM approach) was used to compute the effects of the number 
of fixations made on either words or icons. As in experiment 1, the error term was corrected by 
the factor subjects nested in the window layout factor. This corrected error term was used in all 
following analysis. 

All expected main effects were found to be highly significant: First, more fixation were made 
in the 1-window condition than in the 4-window condition [F(l,4)=22.05; p<.001]; second, the 
number of fixations on words and icons differed according to session [F(2,8)=45.61; p<.001]. 
Third, the factor search modality of the target revealed, ( 1) that search for icons needed the less 
fixations than search for text, (2) that trials with search for text needed more fixations than tri
als in which both text and icon of the target were present, and (3) that the number of fixations 
for target absent trials is higher than the number on target present trials [F(3, 12)=119.43; 
p<.001]. Finally, the number of fixations on words and icons differed for the factor target iden
tity [F(3,12)=5.86; p<.025]. Equivalent to experiment 1, the factor presentation modality of the 
target was not significant. But, in contrast to experiment 1, no practice effect emerged. The 
majority of the two-way interaction effects, found in experiment 1, were also significant here: 
window layout * session [F(2,8)=38.83; p<.001], window layout * search modality 
[F(3,12)=32.16; p<.001], window layout * target identity [F(3,12)=6.56; p<.001], and session 
* target identity [F(6,24)=3.67; p<.025]. No significant higher level interactions occurred. 
Because planned comparisons with the Bonferoni T-test, revealed that the target presence/ 
absence difference was significant (a <.05 ), the remainder of the results was analysed sepa
rately for target present and target absent trials. For the same reason as in experiment 1, the 
results of target present and target absent trials cannot be compared, so the target present 
results will be discussed in more detail than the target absent results. In the Figures referred to, 
however, the means of both target present and target absent trials will be depicted, in order to 
give the reader an impression of their difference. 

Detailed analysis 
An ANOVA (GLM approach) for the number of fixations on either text or icons was used to 
asses main and interaction effects. 
For the number of fixations on textual items it was found that significant main effects occurred 
for the factors window layout, session, search modality of the target, and target identity 
[(F(l,4)=43.86; p<.001), (F(2,8)=12.08; p<.001), (F(2,8)=4.70; p<.05), and (F(3,12)=10.62; 
p<.001) respectively]. Significant interaction effects were (1) session * window layout interac-



tion [F(2,8)=10.29; p<.001], and (2) window layout * target identity [F(3,12)=5.16; p<.001]. 
Post hoc Bonferoni T-tests for the main effects of the number of fixations on textual items, 
revealed that subjects needed less fixations in the 4-window condition as compared to the 1-
window condition (means, 4.32 and 8.21 respectively; a <.05). Furthermore, all levels of ses
sion were significantly different (a <.05 ). The session with C-text search modality of the target 
revealed highest number of fixations (mean =8.89), followed by the session UC (mean =7 .31 ), 
and the least number of fixations was needed in the session C-icon (mean =4.54). In addition, 
the same post hoc T-test, showed that all levels of the search modality of the target were signif
icantly different (a <.05), with the exception of the iconic versus textual/iconic search modal
ity (Figure 6). 
For contrast analysis on interaction effects, the least means squares approach was used, where 
all levels of the interaction were treated as class variables. For the session * window layout 
interaction, the session C-text, and the UC session, differed significantly from each other for 
the 1-window and the 4-window condition (p at least .0024 ). However these sessions were not 
significantly different within the same window condition. Furthermore, the fact that search for 
ic ons in the 1-window condition did not differ (for number of fixations) from all levels of ses
sion in the 4-window condition, is an interesting repetition of that result in experiment 1. 

For the number of fixations on iconic items, just apart of the significant effects for the number 
of fixations on textual items, were found . That is, window layout and session again showed to 
be significant main effects [(F(l,4)=8.71; p<.05) and (F(2,8)=13.91; p<.001), respectively] . 
But, in contrast to the number of fixations on words, the factors search modality of the target, 
and target identity did not reach significance with respect to the number of fixations on icons. 
Post hoc Bonferoni T-test on significant main effects indicated that, ( 1) less fixations were 
needed in the 4-window condition as compared to the 1-window condition (means 4.11 and 
7.06, respectively; a <.05), and (2) significant differences between all levels of session (a 
<.05), with the least number of fixations in the C-text session (mean =4.27), followed by the 
UC session (mean =6.54), and with the most fixations in the C-icon session (mean =5 .84). The 
only significant interaction effect for the number of fixations on icons, was session * window 
layout [F(2,8)=8.33; p<.025]. Again, the least means squares contrast analysis for interaction 
effects was used, by treating all levels of the interaction as class variables . The result of run
ning this analysis on session * window layout, revealed that only the UC session differed sig
nificantly between the two window layout conditions (UC means: 8.69 and 4.15, for the 1-
window and the 4-window condition respectively). However, contrasts between the levels of 
session within each window condition did not reach significance, as was the case for the 
number of fixations on text, with the exception of the UC and C-text contrast. 

Fixation duration analysis 
Global analysis 
A repeated measures ANOVA (GLM approach) was used to compute the effects of the fixa
tions duration on either words or icons. The error term was corrected by adding the nested fac
tor of subjects within window layout. 
This analysis revealed main effects of session, [F(2,8)=18.13; p<.001], search modality of the 
target [F(3,12)=5.05; p<.001], and target identity [F(3,12)=5.96; p<OOl]. Post hoc Bonferoni 
T-test analysis showed that, ( 1) all levels of the search modality of the target were significantly 
different, including the presence/absence of the target, but with the exception of the Til versus 
I comparison (a >.05), and (2) all levels of session were significantly different (a <.05). Con
cerning the interaction effects, the most important ones reached significance: window layout * 
search modality of the target [F(3,12)=14.86; p<.001], session * search modality of the target 
[F(2,8)=7 .96; p<.025], session * window layout [F(2,8)=5.05; p<.05], and session * target 



identity [F(6,24)=3 . l 7; p<.025]. lt must be clear to the reader that even at this point in the anal
ysis, the most important findings of experiment 1 were not replicated by the fixation duration. 

Detailed analysis 
An ANOVA (GLM approach) was used to asses the main and interaction effects of the dura
tion of fixations (msec) on either text or icons. 
Running this analysis on the fixation duration on textual items, revealed only a main effect of 
target identity [F(3,12)=1 l.41; p<.001]. A post hoc Bonferroni T-test indicated that 'schep' dif
fered from 'hond', and from 'ijsje' (a <.05). Least mean squares contrast analysis on the inter
action effects, revealed scattered significance between levels: only a few contrasts marginally 
reached significance, but were not interesting enough to consider them further. 
The same ANOVA was run on the fixation duration of the iconic items. Here, session was the 
only significant main effect found [F(2,8)=7.21; p<.025]. Post hoc Bonferroni T-test indicated 
that UC differed from C-text, and that C-text differed from C-icon (means: 2286, 1672, and 
2123, respectively; a <.05). Session * target identity was the only interaction effect that 
occurred [F(6,24)=2.57; p<.05]. Contrast analysis, however, did not reveal significantly differ
ent levels. 

DISCUSSION 
In genera} it can be said that the results of this experiment replicate and further elaborate the 
findings of experiment 1. This is specially true for the number of fixations, since nearly the 
same main and interaction effects were found. The main and interaction effects for the fixation 
duration dependent variable, also replicated some findings of experiment 1, but the effects of 
target identity and higher interactions of this factor are not the primary interest of this article. 
That is why little attention will be paid to the fixation durations in this discussion. 
By comparing the results for the number of fixations on words and icons, some conclusions 
can be made. In experiment 1, an icon superiority effect occurred, but it was not exactly clear 
what the underlying reason of it was. On Figure 6 one can see that, in contrast to the variation 
of the number of fixations on words, that the number of fixations on icons did not differ much 
across the different levels of the search modality of the target. This indicates, that search for 
icons needs approximately the same number of fixations, whatever be the search modality of 
the target. Presumably, this is the reason why no main effect for number of fixations on icons, 
occurred. A small icon superiority can be noticed though, when considering the means of the 
number of fixations across all levels of the search modality of the target (mean =7 .00 for fixa
tions on text, and mean=6.08 for fixations on icons; difference not significant). 

In addition, the fact that when subject search for icons, the number of fixations on icons is 
larger than the number of fixations on words, indicates that less attention was paid to words. 
The same holds for the search for text, where the number of fixations on words, far exceeds the 
number of fixation on icons. These results were also found for the mean fixation durations, but 
I assume they did not reach significance because of the large standard deviations. Mean fixa
tion durations on text were 2769 msec when searching for text, but only 1914 msec when 
searching for an icon (and vice versa for the fixation duration on icons). Thus, in my opinion 
the icon superiority effect found in experiment 1, is mainly due to the lesser number of fixa
tions needed on icons in order to find the target. 

The fact that the session * window layout interaction was significant for the number of fixa
tions, gives us even more insight in the search behaviour of the subjects (Figure 7). 
First, the icon superiority effect reveals its subtlety in this interaction, mainly by comparison of 



the UC session with both C sessions. The extremely low amount of fixations on the opposite 
modality of the target in both C-text and C-icon sessions, could indicate that subjects were able 
to reject at least part of the icons from their search, which leads to the assumption that search 
was partly parallel. More support for this claim comes from the target absent results (not 
printed in Figure 7). In the C-text and the C-icon sessions for target absent trials, only one or 
two extra fixations were made on the items with opposite modality from the target, in compar
ison with target present trials. This stands in strong contrast to the UC session, where target 
absent trials need approximately the double amount of fixations from the target present trials. 
Clearly, in the UC session, search was more or less serial, as opposed to both C sessions, were 
search was in part parallel. It must be stressed again however, that although the interpretations 
of the results in terms of serial and parallel search seems plausible, it stays tentative because 
the display-size was not manipulated. 

Figure 6: Mean number of fixations on words 
and icons as a function of the search modality 

of the target (present only). 
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Second, the interaction effect indicates that icons produce a greater 'benefit' in the 1-window 
condition than in the 4-window condition. Third, the homogeneous results of the 4-window 
condition in experiment 1, can be explained by the fact that the number of fixations on text, did 
not differ significantly over the sessions in the 4-window condition, nor did the number of fix
ations on icons. Fourth, it can also be noticed (Figure 7) that the UC session, is the only clear 
and significant distinction between the two window layout conditions in terms of the amount 
of fixations needed. This is probably the reason why a main effect of window layout occurred. 
Fifth, in the 1-window condition there was a remarkable drop in the amount of fixations 
needed in the C-icon session is important. It could account for the finding of experiment 1, that 
the search for icons in the 1-window condition required the same amount of time than search 
for text in the 4-window condition. Note that in experiment 2, the amount of fixations on text 
in the C-icon session of the 1-window condition, did not differ from any of the sessions in the 
4-window condition. 

The above findings, again shed a light on the global precedence theory (N avon, 1977, 1991 ). In 
sumrnary, icons need less fixations: (1) when the target is an icons, and (2) when the target is 
textual, icons seem to be ignored more easy. Taken into consideration, that the iconic stimuli 
used in this experiment consisted as much as possible of global features, it must have been this 
difference with the textual items that caused the icon superiority effect. Because these global 
features make it possible to scan the items of the display selectively, some attentional mecha
nism must be operating during search. The decision where to fixate next, seems to be modu-



lated by the gross visual characteristics from the information in parafoveal vision. According 
to the indirect control models (Groner, 1988), this is exactly what is to be inspected in complex 
tasks such as visual search, looking at pictures, and reading. 

Flgure 7: Mean number of flxations on words and icons 
as a functlon of Sesslon * Wlndow Layout (target present) . 
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CONCLUSION 

With these experiments an attempt was made to introduce a new methodology for the evalua
tion of user-interfaces at the IPO. The highly consistent results indicate that it is a sensitive and 
appropriate method for the identification of the costs and benefits of the human information 
processing in human-computer interaction. In the experiments, the combination of fundamen
tal psychological research and the applied human-computer interaction research, proved to be 
fruitful. This approach made it possible to examine the cognitive load of the user. The findings 
of the experiments clearly demonstrated that given certainty about the modality of the target, 
and the use of icons, reduces the cognitive load of the users. In addition, the use of a semantic 
classification criterion for the four non-overlapping window layout, enhanced the effectiveness 
and efficiency of search, both in terms of the RTs and in terms of the eye-movements. This 
grouping of items according to a semantic criterion clearly enhanced the visual scope of the 
user. Furthermore, the striking result that search for text in the 1-window condition was as fast 
and efficient in term of the amount of fixations needed, could be used as a design guideline for 
window based interfaces. 

All these interesting findings, however, do overshadow the major failure of the experiments to 
demonstrate an effect of the presentation modality of the target. Probably, the reason for this is 
that in the instructions given before each session, the to be expected search modality of the tar
get is communicated. This information gives the subjects a strong cue for the modality of the 
target throughout the whole session, which overshadows the impact of the presentation modal
ity of the target. Presumably, subjects only extract target identity information from the presen
tation of the target, given at each trial. This finding slightly favours the spatial/verbal code 
theory (Kinchla, 1992; La Berge et al., 1971 ), which states that the processing of the cued code 
will be enhanced. 

The previous paragraph stresses the need for further research. In order to arrive at an under
standing of the subtle cross modal interactions, one must not cue the modality of the target in 
advance, as was the case in the reported experiments. Only in the absence of preliminary top
down expectancy processes, the presentation modality of the target can show its interaction 
with search modality of the target. Therefore it is suggested to leave the subjects in uncertainty 
about modality manipulations. The timecourse of the cross-modal interactions must also be 
considered in further research, because it is widely known in psychological research that the 
stimulus onset asychrony plays a crucial role in the emergence of facilatory and inhibitory 
information processing. Finally, also the display-size needs to be varied in further research, in 
order to get information of the processing times per item of the display. As was mentioned pre
viously, one can not provide proof for serial or parallel search without it. 
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